DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
SAVANNAH DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
100 WEST OGLETHORPE AVENUE
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Regulatory Division
SAS-201 0-00906

JOINT PUBLIC NOTICE
Savannah District/State of Georgia

The Savannah District has received an application for a Department of the Army
Permit, pursuant to Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. 1344), as follows:
Application Number: SAS-2010-00906
Applicant: Ms. Hirai Patel , P.E.
State Environmental Administrator
Georgia Department of Transportation
Office of Environmental Services
One Georg ia Center, 16th Floor, 600 W . Peachtree Street, NW
Atlanta , Georgia 30308-3607
Location of Proposed Work: The project corridor is on State Route (SR) 135/ U.S.
Highway (U.S. Hwy) 221 from the SR 31/U .S. Hwy 441 East intersection to the SR 32
intersection in Coffee County, Georgia. The project begins at Latitude 31.4878,
Longitude -82.8512 and ends at Latitude 31.5096, Longitude -82.8319. The project is
located in the Satilla River Watershed, Hydrologic Unit Code 03070201.
Description of Work Subject to the Jurisdiction of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers :
The proposed project, STP00-0079-01(042), PI No. 431830 , would widen the existing
highway, realign several intersections, and provide a bridge over CSX railroad tracks.
Total project length is 2.77 miles. Approximately 2,755 linear feet of stream would be
impacted, along with 2.00 acres of wetland (1 .36 acres of permanent impact and 0.64
acre of temporary impact), and 0.01 acre of open water. Mitigation for unavoidable
impacts to waters of the United States would be through purchase of 13,394.4 stream
mitigation credits and 14.34 wetland mitigation credits. Wetland credits are available
from Primary Service Area Mitigation Banks including Broadfield , Hog Creek, Musket
Bay, and Offerman. Stream credits are available from Secondary Service Area
Mitigation Banks including Broxton Rocks and Wilkinson-Oconee .

BACKGROUND
This Joint Public Notice announces a request for authorizations from both the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers and the State of Georgia. The applicant's proposed work may
also require local governmental approval.
This project is federally funded and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) is
the lead federal agency responsible for coordination and consultation under Section
7(a)(2) of the Endangered Species Act and Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966, as amended.
The wetland boundaries shown on the project drawings were previously verified by
the Corps under an Approved Jurisdictional Determination (JD) issued September 22,
2008. As this JD has expired, wetland boundaries will have to be re-verified. If the
Corps determines that the boundaries of the wetlands/waters are substantially
inaccurate, a new public notice may be published.
STATE OF GEORGIA
Water Qualitv Certification: The Georgia Department of Natural Resources,
Environmental Protection Division, intends to certify this project at the end of 30 days in
accordance with the provisions of Section 401 of the Clean Water Act, which is required
for a Federal Permit to conduct activity in, on, or adjacent to the waters of the State of
Georgia. Copies of the application and supporting documents relative to a specific
application will be available for review and copying at the office of the Georgia
Department of Natural Resources, Environmental Protection Division , Water Protection
Branch, 4220 International Parkway, Suite 101, Atlanta, Georgia 30354, during regular
office hours. A copier machine is available for public use at a charge of 25 cents per
page. Any person who desires to comment, object, or request a public hearing relative
to State Water Quality Certification must do so within 30 days of the State's receipt of
application in writing and state the reasons or basis of objections or request for a
hearing. The application can be reviewed in the Savannah District,
US Army Corps of Engineers, Regulatory Division, 100 West Oglethorpe Avenue
Savannah, Georgia 31401-3640.
State-owned Property and Resources: The applicant may also require assent from
the State of Georgia, which may be in the form of a license , easement, lease, permit or
other appropriate instrument.
US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
The Savannah District.must consider the purpose and the impacts of the applicant's
proposed work, prior to a decision on issuance of a Department of the Army Permit.
Cultural Resources Assessment: The FHWA has reviewed this project in accordance
with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. In compliance with
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Section 106, GDOT surveyed the proj ect area for historic and archeological resources,
including those on or eligible fo r listing on the National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP). A Historic Resources Survey Report was submitted to the Georgia State
Historic Preservation Office (SHPO). Concurrence on the eligibility of the historic
resources was issued on February 26, 2008. The study identified two resources eligible
for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP): the former Waycross
Airline Railroad and the McGary House. SHPO concurred with "no adverse effect"
determinations for these resources in the same letter. A November 2010 Re-Evaluation
Memo addressing minor project changes in the level of effects to the two eligible historic
properties based on this new survey data was submitted to SHPO on November 9,
2010. The Re-Evaluation Memo established since the proposed changes are within the
original Area of Potential Effects (APE) and the previous impacts that were determined
to have no adverse effect have been lessened further, the changes would continue to
not adversely affect the two eligible properties.
A Natural, Archaeological, and Historic Resources GIS (NAHRGIS) search revealed
four sites located within a one-kilometer radius of the preferred alternative. The
eligibility of all these sites is unknown. Surveys of the project corridor were conducted
and no archaeological resources listed on or eligible for listing in the NRHP were
identified within the APE. Negative Findings Short Forms were completed and
submitted to the SHPO on November 8, 2007 and November 1, 2010. Since no
archaeological resources were located within the APE, no signed concurrence was
required from SHPO. One cemetery is located within the proposed project corridor
surveyed . The project would not impact the cemetery.
The FHWA, as lead federal agency for this proposed road improvement project, has
responsibility to ensure that the project complies with Section 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and subsequent amendments. A lso, if cultural
resources are identified on the project site, FHWA would be required to complete
coordination/consultation pursuant to Section 106 of the NHPA. Based on this, the
Corps did not make an effect determination with regards to Section 106 of the NHPA for
the proposed project.
Endangered Species: The Federal Highway Administration, the lead federal agency,
has reviewed this project in accordance with Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act
(ESA). Federally protected species listed by the US Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS) Information, Planning, and Conservation System (IPaC) and Georgia
Department of Natural Resources (GADNR) Nongame Conservation Section (NCS)
websites for Coffee County include the shortnose sturgeon (Acipenser brevirostrum),
Atlantic sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrinchus oxyrinchus), eastern indigo snake (Drymarchon
coupen) , Altamaha spinymussel (EIIiptio spinosa), and the gopher tortoise (Gopherus
polyphemus). The FHWA made an effects determination that the proposed project
would have "no effect" on the shortnose sturgeon, Atlantic sturgeon, Altamaha
spinymussel, and gopher tortoise. Suitable habitat for the eastern indigo snake was
identified within the wetland areas of the proposed project; however, no individuals were
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identified during the field surveys. The proposed project "may affect, but is not likely to
adversely affect" the eastern indigo snake. Informal Section 7 concurrence from
USFWS was received on May 2, 2011 for the eastern indigo snake and Special
Provision 107 .23G would be implemented during the project construction to avoid
impacts to the eastern indigo snake.
In compliance with the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act, the project area was
surveyed for bald eagles (Ha/iaeetus /eucocephalus). No suitable foraging habitat,
nesting sites within one mile of the project corridor, or individuals were identified;
therefore, the proposed project would not result in a "take" for bald eagles.
The FHWA, as lead federal agency for this proposed action, would meet all lead
federal agency responsibilities pursuant to Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act
(ESA). Therefore, the Corps did not make an effects determination with regard to
Section 7 of the ESA for the proposed project.
Public Interest Review: The decision whether to issue a permit will be based on an
evaluation of the probable impact including cumulative impacts of the proposed activity
on the public interest. That decision will reflect the national concern for both protection
and utilization of important resources. The benefit, which reasonably may be expected
to accrue from the proposal, must be balanced against its reasonably foreseeable
detriments. All factors, which may be relevant to the proposal will be considered
includ ing the cumulative effects thereof; among those are conservation, economics,
aesthetics, general environmental concerns, wetlands, historic properties, fish and
wildlife values, flood hazards, flood plain values, land use, navigation, shoreline erosion
and accretion, recreation, water supply and conservation, water quality, energy needs,
safety, food and fiber production, mineral needs , considerations of property ownership
and in general, the needs and welfare of the people.
A copy of the Environmental Assessment approved by the FHWA for the subject
project is available for review at the Federal Highway Administration, Atlanta Federal
Center, 61 Forsyth Street, SW., Suite 17th Floor, Atlanta, Georgia; 30303-8821 and
GDOT's Office of Environmental Services , One Georgia Center, 16th Floor, 600 West
Peachtree Street, NW, Atlanta, Georgia 30808-3607.
Consideration of Public Comments: The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is soliciting
comments from the public; federal, state, and local agencies and officials; Native
American Tribes; and other interested parties in order to consider and evaluate the
impacts of this proposed activity. Any comments received will be considered by the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to determine whether to issue, modify, condition or deny
a permit for this proposal. To make this decision, comments are used to assess
impacts on endangered species, historic properties, water quality, general
environmental effects, and the other public interest factors listed above. Comments are
used in the preparation of an Environmental Assessment and/or an Environmental
Impact Statement pursuant to the National Environm ental Policy Act. Comments are
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also used to determine the need for a public hearing and to determine the overall public
interest of the proposed activity.
Application of Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines: The proposed activity involves the
discharge of dredged or fill material into the waters of the United States. The Savannah
District's evaluation of the impact of the activity on the public interest will include
application of the guidelines promulgated by the Administrator, Environmental
Protection Agency, under the authority of Section 404(b) of the Clean Water Act.
Public Hearing: Any person may request, in writing, within the comment period
specified in this notice, that a public hearing be held to consider this application for a
Department of the Army Permit. Requests for public hearings shall state, with
particularity, the reasons for requesting a public hearing. The decision whether to hold
a public hearing is at the discretion of the District Engineer, or his designated appointee,
based on the need for additional substantial information necessary in evaluating the
proposed project.
Comment Period: Anyone wishing to comment on this application for a Department
of the Army Permit should submit comments in writing to the Commander, U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, Savannah District, Attention: Mr. William M. Rutlin, 100 West
Oglethorpe Avenue Savannah, Georgia 31401-3640, no later than 30 days from the
date of this notice. Please refer to the applicant's name and the application number in
your comments.
If you have any further questions concerning this matter, please contact Mr. William
M. Rutlin, Project Manager, Coastal Branch at 912-652-5893.

**Ends
1. Permit Application Supporting Information (18 pages)
2. Project Vicinity Map
3. State and Federal Waters Map (6 pages)
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PERMIT APPLICATION SUPPORTING INFORMATION
State Route 135 from State Route 31/US 441 East to State Route 32
PI No. 431830, STP00-0079-0 1(042), Coffee County
SAS-2008-00996, SAS-20 10-00906

l.O PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) Project STP-000-0079-01(042),
PI No. 431830, consists of the widening and realignment of State Route (SR) 135/US Highway
(US) 221 from west of SR 31/US 441 East intersection to the intersection of SR 135 with
SR 32/Westgreen Road in the City of Douglas, Coffee County, Georgia (see Enclosure 5:
Figure 1- Project Vicinity and Figure 2 - Survey Area). The approximate latitude and longitude
coordinates of the beginning of the project are 31.487799°, -82.851231° and 31.509622°, 
82.831857° for the end of the project. The project is located in the Satilla River Watershed,
Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC) 03070201.
The proposed project would widen SR 135 in Coffee County from a point approximately 575 feet
west of SR 31/US 441 East to SR 32/Westgreen Road. The total length of this alternative is
approximately 2.77 miles. Overall, the total project area, including right-of-way (ROW) and
permanent easement, is approximately 90.6 acres. Approximately 10.5 acres of additional ROW,
4.0 acres of permanent easement, 1.4 acres of temporary easement, and 2.1 acres of driveway
easement would be required. No relocations or displacements would be required for the proposed
project.
Currently, much of the length of SR 135 has two 12-foot lanes with shoulders of varying width
and composition (grassed, paved, etc.). In the portion of the project with a two-lane typical
section, the roadway has no median; however, there are left-turn lanes provided at the key
intersections of SR 32, McDonald/Old Axson Road, East Baker Highway (SR 158), US 441, and
Gaskin A venue. The existing ROW for the roadway varies between 150 to 292 feet. The
roadway has a posted speed limit ranging from 35 to 55 miles per hour.
At two locations within the study area, the existing typical section differs to include a 14-foot
center turn lane. At both locations, the center turn lane was provided due to heavy commercial
developments along SR 135. The frrst variation is located between the project's western terminus
and a point approximately 775 feet (0.15 mile) east of Gaskin Avenue. The second of these
variations is located between SR 32 and Westgreen Road.
The project would provide four 12-foot travel lanes (two in each direction) and varying median
and shoulder designs. There are two basic typical sections along SR 135. The first typical section
consists of four lanes with a 20-foot raised median and 12-foot urban shoulders. This extends
from the western terminus to McDonald/Old Axson Road. The second typical section consists of
four lanes with a 14-foot flush median and 10-foot rural shoulders. In some areas, the median and
shoulder widths have been reduced to minimize ROW impacts to adjacent resources.
The existing at-grade railroad crossing would be removed and a 252-foot long by 76-foot wide
bridge would be constructed approximately 83 feet east of the current crossing to provide a grade
State Route 135 Widening, Coffee County
PI No. 431830
October 20 14

separation at the railroad crossing. The new bridge would include an 8-foot raised median and
8-foot shou lder. A new frontage road would be incorporated to provide access to local businesses
located on the west side of the project roadway and immed iately adjacent to the railroad. This
frontage road will consist of two 12-foot lanes and provide access to both SR 135 and
Spooner/Iron Road.
The selected alternative includes the realignment of Old BeU Lake Road at its intersection with
SR 135. The se lected alternative also involves changes to the intersection of Waldroup Avenue
with Wood Valley Road and the intersection of Waldroup Avenue with SR 135. Access to
SR 135 from Waldroup Avenue is eliminated with the placement of a cul-de-sac at the
intersection of Waldroup Avenue and Wood Valley Road . Waldroup Avenue would be
connected to SR 135 on new location with the Waldroup Connector.
The proposed project would remove existing access of West Forest Drive to SR 135 between the
roadway's intersections with Westgreen Road and SR 32. The purpose of th is road c losure is to
improve driver safety on SR 135 by removing a potential point of vehicular conflict between two
signalized intersections. The proposed ROW with easements would vary between 150 feet to 351
feet wide. Signalized and stop sign-controll ed intersections along t he corridor would be
improved.
T he proposed impacts to waters of the US are included in the following table. The project would
impact five perennial streams. One of these perennial streams (Stream 6) wou ld be relocated, and
the proposed culverts within the new stream channel would be embedded 20 percent. Cross
sections, profiles, and detailed information are provided in Appendix B. The other four perennial
stream impacts are associated with culvert extensions and w ith the realignment of the stream
channel to align with the new culvert outlet/inlet.
Resource

STA.

WIL5
PEM
Stream 6
Pe rennial
W/L7
PFO
Stream 8
Perennial
W/L II
PEM
Stream 13A
Intermittent
W/ L 14
PEM
W/ L 16
PFO
W/ L 18
PSSIPFO
Stream 19
Intermittent

STA. 117+40 to
STA. 119+47 RT
ST A.117+29to
STA. 129+49 LT
STA. 116+33 to
STA. 119+45 RT
STA.119+1lto
STA. 127+00 RT
STA. 125+18 to
STA. 127+79 RT
STA. 128+98 to
STA. 132+38 RT
STA.128+42to
STA. 129+ 89 RT
STA. 128+55 to
STA.l31+79LT
STA. 144+ 85 to
STA. 146+ 13 LT
STA. 145+30 to
STA. 146+ 12 LT

Permanent
Impact
0.07 ac
960ft

0.03 ac

Impact Type
FilVClear
Relocate/ Fill

0 .03 ac

Convert

0.0 5 ac

Culvert
Ext/Relocate
Fi ll/Clear

103ft

309ft

Fill

0.01 ac

0.02 ac

FilVClear

0.01 ac

0.04 ac

FilVConve rt

0.02 ac

0.01 ac

FilVClear

106ft
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Clearing
lm__Qact
0.03 ac

Bank Armor/Pipe
RCQ_lacement

Resource

STA.

W/ L21
PEM
W/L22
PFO

STA. 144+60 to
STA. 146+02 RT
STA. 153+50 to
STA. 157+95 LT
STA. 382+ 50 LT*
STA. 153+60 LT to
STA. 166+00 RT
STA. 159+05 LT to
STA. 163+18 LT
STA. 381 +85 RT*
STA. 160+56 to
STA. 164+45 RT
STA. 181 +75 to
STA. 182+85 BOTH
STA. 182+00 to
STA. 182+75 LT
STA. 182+50 to
STA. 183+77 RT
STA. 432+90 to
STA. 434+40 RT*
STA. 431+35 to
STA. 435+85 LT*
STA. 432+ 80 to
STA. 434+85 LT*
STA. 432+95 to
STA. 434+50*
BOTH
STA. 191+11 to
STA. 192+65 LT
STA. 192+26 to
STA. 195+47 BOTH
STA. 192+1 5 to
STA. 192+73 RT
STA. 210+41 to
STA. 211+22 LT
STA. 210+25 to
STA. 211+40 BOTH
STA. 210+46 to
STA. 211+06 BOTH
STA. 210+92 to
STA. 212+00 BOTH
STA. 210+94 to
STA. 214+03 LT
STA. 468+20 to
STA. 471 +00*
BOTH
STA. 229+50 to
ST A. 229+82 RT
STA. 239+ 10 to
STA. 239+55 RT

Stream 23
Perennial
W/L27
PFO
W/L28
PEM
Stream 33
Intermittent
W/L34
PFO
W/L35
PEM
W/L36
PFO
W/L37
PEM
W/L38
PFO
Stream 39
Perennial
WIL40
PEM
Stream 41
Perennial
WIL42
PE M
Open Water 43
POW
W/L44
PFO
Stream 45
Intermittent
W/L46
PEM
Stream 47
Intermittent
Stream 48
Intermittent
Stream 52
Intermittent
Stream 57
Intermittent

Permanent
Impact
0.13ac

Clearing
Impact
0.03 ac

Impact Type

0.15 ac

0.09 ac

Fill/Convert

0.09 ac

0.07 ac

Relocate/Fill I
Culvert Ext.
FilVConvert

0.16 ac

0.05 ac

FiiVCiear

146ft

96ft

Culvert Ext

0.01 ac

0.02 ac

FiiVCiear

0.08 ac

0.02 ac

Fill/Clear

0 .08 ac

0.02 ac

Fill/Clear

0.09 ac

0.06 ac

FilVCiear

0.02 ac

0.01 ac

FiiUCicar

0.03 ac

Culvert Ext/Bank
Armor/FillRelocate
Fill/Clear

169ft

0.06 ac
99ft
0.02 ac

Culvert Ext
0.01 ac

0.29 ac

FiiUCiear
Fill/Culvert

0.01 ac
0 .05 ac

FilUClear

199ft

Bank Armor/Pipe

0.04 ac

Fill

301 ft

Fill

96ft

Fill

158ft

Pipe Ext/Bank
Armor
Bank Armor

13ft
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FiiVCiear

Resource

STA.

Impact Totals:

Stream
Wetland
Og_
en Water

Permanent
Impact
2,755 ft
1.36 ac
0.01 ac

Clearing
Impact

Impact Type

0.64**

• on Crossroad plans
.. 0.34 acre converting forested wetland to herbaceous wetland, 0.30 acre clearing herbaceous wetlan d

2.0 NEED AND PURPOSE OF PROPOSED WORK
The proposed project would include widening of SR 135/US 221 from west of SR 31/US 441
East to the intersection of SR 135 with SR 32. The w idening would consist of two additional
travel lanes for a total of four lanes, two in each direction. The add itional capacity would provide
more efficient traffic operations, improving the Level of Service (LOS) within the corridor.' In
addition, the proposed improvements would include varying med ian types based on projected
traffic volumes and desired design speeds within the project corridor, and reduction to adjacent
resources.
SR 135 is functionally classified as an urban principal arterial.
Administration (FHWA) defines an urban principal arterial as:

The Federal Highway

... a system of streets and highways which can be identified as unusually significant to the
area in which it lies in terms of the nature and composition of travel it serves. In smaller
urban areas (popu lation under 50,000) these facilities may be very limited in number and
extent and their importance may be primarily derived from the service provided to travel
passing through the area. This system of streets and highways should serve the major
centers of activity of a metropolitan area, the highest traffic volume corridors, and the
longest trip desires; and should carry a high proportion of the total urban area travel on a
minimum of mileage. In addition, the principal arterial system shou ld carry the major
portion of trips entering and leaving the urban area, as well as the majority of through
movements desiring to bypass the central city. 2
According to FHWA guidance, for principal arterials, the concept of service to abutting land
should be subordinate to the provision of travel service to major traffic movements. The
improvements proposed are consistent with the corridor's funct ional classification and the type of
service expected from such a roadway.
In addition, the proposed project would include improvements that would address driver safety by
reducing points for potential conflict. T he project would include the reconstruction of the SR 13 5
intersection with Old Bell Lake Road. The existing intersection is skewed and results in sight
distance limits for drivers entering the flow of traffic on SR 135. Realignment of this intersection
would address these location deficiencies.
1

Level of service (LOS) is defined as a qualitative measure describing operational conditions within a traffic stream.
There are six levels or degrees of LOS consisting of letters ' A' through ' F.' LOS A indicates the most optimal road operating
conditions, whereas LOS F signifies the worst operational conditions. LOS A denotes free flow traffic, while LOS F denotes a
complete breakdown in traffic flow.
2
hnp://www.thwa.dot.gov/planninglfescc2_1.htm.
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The intersection of SR 135 and Waldroup Avenue would also be realigned in an area that
experiences residential traffic in close proximity to the railroad crossing immediately to the north.
This improvement wou ld provide safer interaction of vehicle traffic at this location without
requiring signalization.
Finally, the project would include the replacement of an at-grade rai lroad crossing with a bridge
over the railroad. This proposed overpass would improve safety for drivers, and more
specifically school busses, that cross the existing at-grade railroad crossing. Currently an
estimated 50 school buses cross this railroad daily. An estimated 23 to 36 trains utilize this
segment of rail daily. While no seriou s crash has occurred to date between trains and vehicles at
this location, the provision of an overpass would eliminate the potential for future conflict
between trains and the driving public as traffic volumes continue to increase.

3.0 DISCUSSION OF IMPACTS
3.1 Water Quality
All land clearing activities would be performed in a manner to minimize turbidity within the
streams and wetlands located along the proposed project corridor. Best Management Practices
(BMPs) would be developed and implemented to control oils or other pollutants from reaching
the streams and wetlands to the maximum extent possible. All work performed during
construction would be done so in a manner to prevent interference with any legitimate water uses.
All necessary water quality management plans will be submitted to the Georgia Environmental
Protection Division (GAEPD) for National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
permit. A copy of this entire permit application will also be submitted to GAEPD and a Section
401 Water Quality Certification will be obtained prior to starting construction on the proposed
project.
3.2 Jurisdictional Waters of the US
Ecologists with Edwards-Pitman Environmental, Inc. (EPEI) delineated the wetland, open water,
and stream boundaries during original field visits from September 24-28, 2007. In a letter dated
September 22, 2008 (Appendix G), US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) project number
200800996, a jurisdictional determination was completed in response to the Practical Alternative
Report package. The project corridor was revisited September 12-14, 2010, and the waters of the
US boundaries were recorded on global positioning system (GPS). On October 12, 2010, an
EPEI ecologist met with USACE Project Manager Stan Knight during an on-site Jurisdictional
Determination Inspection (USACE project number SAS-2010-00906) (Appendix G) to verify
wetland and stream determinations reported in the February 2008 Ecology
Assessment/Description of Jurisdictional Wetlands, Non-Wetland Waters of the United States,
and Protected Species Survey (February 2008 Ecology Assessment). The findings were reported
in the December 2010 Addendum I to Approved Ecology Assessment/Description of
Jurisdictional Wetlands, Non-Wetland Waters of the US, and Protected Species Survey
(December 2010 Ecology Addendum I). The project was re-surveyed on July 13, 2012 and the
waters of the US were photographed. One additional intermittent stream was identified. The
wetland data forms were updated in October 2014 (Appendix D).
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Jurisdictional wetlands were delineated according to the routine on-site determination as
described in the USACE 1987 wetland delineation manual and Regional Supplement to the Corps
ofEngineers Wetland Delineation Manual: Atlantic and GulfCoastal Plain Region (Version 2.0).
The wetland status of the vegetation was classified using the National List ofPlant Species that
Occur in Wetlands: Atlantic and GulfCoastal Plain (http: //wetland_plant.usace.army.mil).
The proposed impacts are found in the August 2014 Addendum III to Approved Ecology
Assessment/Description of Jurisdictional Wetlands, Non-Wetland Waters of the US, and
Protected Species Survey (August 2014 Ecology Addendum lll) (Enclosure 6, Table 2 - Stream,
Wetland and Open Waters Summary Table and Appendix E).
3.3 Federally Protected Species

Background information regarding known occurrences and potential occurrences of federal and
state protected species were obtained from the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)
Information, Planning, and Conservation (IPaC) and the Georgia Department of Natural
Resources (GADNR) Nongame Conservation Section (NCS) websites. Table 1 (Enclosure 6)
lists federal listed species in Coffee County by USFWS IPaC and GADNR NCS websites.
Federal candidate species are also included. The proposed project would have "no effect" on
shortnose sturgeon (Acipenser brevirostrum), Atlantic sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrinchus
oxyrinchus), Altamaha spinymussel (Elliptio spinosa), and the federal candidate gopher tortoise
(Gopherus polyphemus). A "may affect, but not likely to adversely affect'' determination was
made for the project for the federally protected eastern indigo snake (Drymarchon coupen).
Special Provision 107.23G (Appendix E - August 2014 Ecology Addendum Ill, Appendix A)
would be implemented during construction to protect federal protected species. Eastern indigo
snakes were not observed during the field surveys for the project. The wetlands within and
adjacent to the project do provide suitable foraging habitat for this species; however, the project
corridor did not have suitable upland sandhill habitat that could provide wintering habitat.
Informal Section 7 consultation with USFWS was initiated and concurrence was received on May
2, 2011.
USFWS Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (FWCA) concurrence has been requested for Stream
l3A and Stream 41 , andre-initiated for Stream 19, Stream 39, Stream 41 , Stream 45 , Stream 47,
and Stream 52 for increased impacts. FWCA concurrence for Streams 6, 8, 13, 19, 23, 39, 45, 47,
52, and 57 was obtained May 2, 2011. FWCA concurrence was received March 14, 2012 for
Stream 48, which was omitted from the previous letter (Appendix G).
The bald eagle (Haliaeetus /eucocephalus) has been delisted under the Endangered Species Act.
However, it is still federally protected under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. Habitat
for these protected species is not present, nor were the species observed. Therefore, the proposed
project would not result in a "take" and would have " no effect" on the protected species.
As stated in the August 2014 Ecology Addendum III, the proposed project would not encroach
upon a large tract of forest. The project is within a developed road corridor in Coffee County.
There were no bridges present within the project limits that would provide nesting habitat for
barn swallows (Hirundo rustica). No migratory bird nests were observed in the large culverts.
The proposed project would implement Special Provision 107.23G to aid in the protection of
migratory birds if nests are observed within the cu lverts (Appendix E - August 2014 Ecology
Addendum Ill, Appendix A).
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3.4 Cultural Resources
In compliance with Section I 06 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966 and
amendments thereto, the preferred alternative has been surveyed by the GDOT for historic and
archaeological resources, especially those on or eligible for inclusion in the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP). The survey limits and methodology were established using the GDOT/
FHWA C ultural Resource Survey Guide lines. These guidelines have been agreed upon by
FHW A and the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO). Historic and Archaeology Reports
and concurrences can be found in Appendix F.

Historic Structures
The FHWA, the lead federal agency, reviewed thi s project in accordance with Section 106 of the
NHPA of 1966 and subsequent amendments. To comply with Section 106 of the NHPA and
subsequent amendments, an archaeological and historic assessment of the project corridor was
conducted. A total of two eligible properties were identified: the former Waycross Airline
Railroad and McGary House. Based on design plans the resources were evaluated fo r NRHP
eligibility and an Assessment of Effects (AOE) Report was prepared and concluded with a
finding of "no adverse effect" to NRHP eligible resources from the proposed project. The SHPO
concurred with the "no adverse effect" finding on February 21, 2008. The boundaries of all
eligible NRHP historic areas within the project corridor are labeled on the construction plans, per
the 2012 Environmental Commitments Table.
A November 2010 Re-Evaluation Memo addressing minor project changes in the level of effects
to the two eligible historic properties was submitted to SHPO on November 9, 2010. The
Re-Evaluation Memo established that since the proposed changes are within the original area of
potential effect (APE) and the previous impacts that were determined to have "no adverse effect"
have been lessened further, the changes would continue to not adversely affect the two eligible
properties.

Arcltaeological Resources
An archaeological survey was conducted within the project corridor in accordance with GDOT
Archaeological Survey Guidelines developed by the GDOT Staff Archaeologists in consultation
with the GADNR Historic Preservation Division Staff and concurred with by the FHWA and
SHPO. These guidelines provide general survey boundaries and methodological approaches to
archaeological surveys based on the type of proposed highway projects and are followed during
the initial identification ofarchaeological resources.
A search of Georgia's Natural, Archaeological, and Historic Resources GIS (GNAHRGIS)
revealed a total of four sites located within a one-kilometer radius of the preferred alternative.
The eligibility of all of these sites is unknown.
No archaeological resources were located within the preferred alternative corridor. It is
concluded, therefore, that the project would not affect archaeological resources on or eligible for
inclusion in the NRHP. This conclusion has been coordinated with SHPO.
One cemetery is located within the proposed project corridor surveyed. The project would not
impact the cemetery. The boundaries of the cemetery within the project corridor are labeled on
the construction plans (mainline plans 13-026, 13-027, and 14-021) per the 2012 Environmenta l
Commitments Table.
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4.0 ANALYSIS
4.1 Alternatives
A Practical Alternatives Report (PAR) was prepared and dated April 2008. The PAR discussed
five alternatives: No-Build Alternative, Alternative 1, Alternative 2, A lternative 3, and
Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative). See Figures 9A-C - Preliminary Planning Alternatives for
the Alternatives 1 through 3 considered.
No - Build Alternative
The no-build alternative is one in which GDOT would take no action to construct the proposed
project. Under this alternative, the proposed w idening ofSR 135 would not be implemented. The
anticipated benefits of the proposed project would not be realized with the no-build alternative.
The no-build alternative does not address the need to provide improved traffic operations and
driver safety in the SR 135 corridor in southeast Douglas. Conversely, the no-build alternative
would not result in any of the anticipated impacts associated with the build alternative, primarily
residential displacements, impacts to waters of the US, and disruption to the surrounding
community during construction.
Alternative I
Alternative 1 consists of symmetrically widening SR 135/US 221/Bowens Mill Road to four
lanes with a 20-foot raised median and 16-foot urban shoulders from west of the intersection with
US 441 eastward to the intersection with McDonald/Old Axson Road. From there, the typical
section consists of widening symmetrically to four lanes with a 14-foot flush median and 16-foot
urban shoulders to approximately 1,200 feet east of SR 158. At that point the proposed alignment
centerline shifts 25 feet to the east of the existing alignment with the same typical section and
extend to approximately 430 feet south of the intersection with Westgreen Road/SR 32/SR 22 1,
where the new alignment tied back into the existing alignment. This alternative ends at the
intersection with Westgreen Road/SR 32/SR 221. There were two proposed bridges, one over the
CSX railroad and one over Century Drive/Waldroup Avenue. This alternative also included a
frontage road, which parallels the mainline and is separated by two mechanically stabilized earth
(MSE) walls from the mainline, to maintain access from SR 135 to Spooner/Iron Road. SR 32
east was realigned on a new location to tie into the access road running parallel and west of SR
135. Ward Street, west of SR 135, was also relocated on a new location to correct the less than
acceptable roadway skew.
Alternative 1 would affect approximately 44 parcels with one ROW take . The total cost for
Alternative I would be approximately $28,300,000 (construction cost of approximately
$27,000,000 and ROW cost of approximately $1,300 ,000). Alt ernative 1 was rejected due to
high costs of construction for the two bridges (approximately $3,675,000) and the two MSE walls
(approximately $470,000) , and hlgh costs of ROW procurement due to the relocations of Ward
St./SR 32 East.
Alternative 2
Alternative 2 consists of symmetrically widening SR 135/US 221/Bowens Mill Road to four
lanes with a 20-foot raised median and 16-foot urban shoulders from west ofthe intersection with
US 441 eastward to the intersection with McDonald/Old Axson Road. From there, the typical
section consists of symmetrically widening to four lanes with a 14-foot flush median and 16-foot
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urban shoulders to approximately 1,250 feet east ofSR 158. At that point the proposed alignment
centerline shifted onto a new location to the west of the existing alignment with the same typical
section. This new location was as much as 550 feet west of the existing alignment at some
locations (for exaptple, north of CSX railroad crossing). SR 135 continued on the new location
until it tied into SR 3/Westgreen Road to create a true bypass loop to the east. Westgreen Road,
west of SR 135, became a cul-de-sac. A new access road, located approximately 750 feet south
of the existing SR 32 intersection, connected the new alignment with the old alignment ofSR 135
to maintain access to several properties. Waldroup Avenue's existing intersection with SR 135
was a cul-de-sac. A new access drive was added to connect Century Drive and Waldroup Avenue
to SR 135 at a new location approximately 410 feet south of their existing locations.
Alternative 2 was rejected due to high costs for the new location construction and very high costs
for the ROW procurement. This alternative also went through an Environmental Justice (EJ)
property and affected the viewshed of a historic property. Alternative 2 affected approximately
79 parcels and 28 ROW takes. The total cost for Alternative 2 would be approximately
$37,000,000 (construction cost of approximately $29,000,000 and ROW cost of approximately
$8,000,000).
Alternative 3
Alternative 3 consists of symmetrically widening SR 135/US 221/Bowens Mill Road to four
lanes with a 20-foot raised median and 16-foot urban shoulders from west oftbe intersection with
US 441 eastward to the intersection with McDonald/Old Axson Road. From there, the typical
section consists of symmetrically widening to four lanes with a 14-foot flush median and 16-foot
urban shoulders to approximately 1,215 feet east of SR 158. At that point, the proposed
alignment centerline shifts 25 feet east of the existing railroad at-grade crossing, and continued in
a tangent onto the new location to the east of the existing alignment with the same typical section.
This new alignment proceeded north and eastward and tied into SR 135/Westgreen Road ,
approximately 4,030 feet to the northeast of the current SR 135 intersection with Westgreen
Road, with the same typical section. This alternative also created a true loop bypass, which
would aid the movement of the truck traffic along the corridor. The old SR 135/Westgreen Road
alignment would be realigned to tie into the new SR 135 at a 90 degree angle. Walker Street,
Bojo Ella Drive, Ward Street West and Ward Street/SR 32 East were proposed to be relocated to
tie into the new location SR 135 with better skew angles. There were two proposed bridges, one
over the CSX railroad and one over Century Drive/Waldroup Avenue. This alternative also
includes a frontage road connecting the mainline to Spooner/Iron Road. One MSE wall was
proposed in-between the frontage road and SR 135 to minimize ROW impacts.
Alternative 3 was rejected due to very high construction cost for the two bridges (approximately
$3,700,000), the MSE wall {approximately $470,000), and the new location roadways. The
required ROW costs were high due to the new location of Walker Street, Bojo Ella Drive, Ward
Street West, Ward Street/SR 32 East, and SR 135. Alternative 3 affected approximately 56
parcels. There were eight ROW takes on this alternative, including part of an existing apartment
complex, and the project length was extended approximately 3,000 feet. This alignment was also
the least desirable with the City of Douglas because they had previously purchased ROW along
the existing alignment of SR 135 for this project, and a completely new alignment outside of the
purchased ROW was not desirable. The total cost for Alternative 3 would be approximately
$37,000,000 (construction cost of approximately $33,000,000 and ROW cost of approximately
$4,000,000).
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Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative)
Alternative 4 consists of widening SR 135/US 221/Bowens Mill Road from two to four lanes,
from SR 31 / US 441 to SR 32 east with turn lanes as required. The existing typical section
consists of two 12-foot lanes with 2-foot paved shoulders and variable width grassed shoulders.
The existing ROW varies from 150 feet to 200 feet. The project would provide four 12-foot
travel lanes (two in each direction) and varying median and shoulder designs. The width of the
median varies with a maximum width of 20 feet. In some areas, this median width has been
reduced to minimize ROW impacts to adjacent resources. In addition, existing intersections at
connecting streets would be upgraded as necessary to better accommodate access to and from
these side streets and further improve driver safety.
The existing at-grade railroad crossing would be removed and a 252-foot long by 76-foot wide
bridge would be constructed approximately 83 feet east of the current crossing to provide a grade
separation at the railroad crossing. The new bridge would include an 8-foot rai sed median and
8-foot shoulder. A new frontage road would be incorporated to provide access to local businesses
located on the west side of the project roadway and immediately adjacent to the railroad. This
frontage road would consist of two 12-foot lanes and provide access to both SR 135 and
Spooner/Iron Road.
The selected alternative includes the realignment of Old Bell Lake Road at its intersection with
SR 135. The intersection of Old Bell Lake Road would be realigned to improve driver safety.
The preferred alternative would involve realignment of the western approach of this intersection
by shifting the centerline of Old Bell Lake Road south of its current location to provide a
T-intersection ofthe roadway with SR 135. The preferred alternative would involve realignment
of the eastern approach of the intersection by shifting the centerline of Old Bell Lake Road north
of its current location to provide aT-intersection ofthe roadway with SR 135. As a result ofthis
proposed improvement, the intersection would provide improved visibility and greater driver
safety for the intersection. The selected alternative also involves changes to the intersection of
Waldroup Avenue with Wood Valley Road and the intersection of Waldroup Avenue with
SR 135. Access to SR 135 from Waldroup Avenue is eliminated with the placement of a cul-de
sac at the intersection of Waldroup Avenue and Wood Valley Road. Waldroup Avenue would be
connected to SR 135 on new location with the Waldroup Connector.
The proposed project would remove existing access of West Forest Drive to SR 135 between the
roadway's intersections with Westgreen Road and SR 32. The purpose of this road closure is to
improve driver safety on SR 135 by removing a potential point of vehicular conflict between two
signalized intersections. The proposed ROW with easements would vary between 150 feet to 351
feet wide. Signalized and stop sign-controlled intersections along the corridor would be
improved.
Alternative 4 affected approximately 99 parcels and required two ROW takes. The total cost for
Alternative 4 would be approximately $26,000,000 (construction cost of approximately
$19,000,000 and ROW cost of approximately $7,000,000).
Alternative 4 was the chosen alternative because it would cause the least amount of
environmental impact and was the most cost effective. Specific avoidance and minimization
alternatives for Alternative 4 are discussed in the following section.
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4.2 Avoidance and Minimization
During the field surveys, 18 streams, two ponds, and 24 wetlands were identified. The proposed
project would impact 13 streams and avoid five streams. The proposed project would impact 19
wetlands and avoid five wetlands. The proposed project would impact one pond and avoid the
other pond.
Alignment shifts, steeper slopes, reduction in median widths, and other design elements were
used where possible to minimize unavoidable impacts. Below is a discussion for each impacted
waters ofthe US.
Wetland 3
Wetland 3 is located outside the project ROW and would not be impacted.
Stream 4
The project would complete construction of the driveway prior to Stream 4. The project would
not impact Stream 4.
Wetland 5 CPEM)
The proposed project would permanently impact 0.07 acre and clear 0.03 acre of emergent
wetland. Wetland 5 is located on the south side of SR 135 and within the existing ROW. The
median has been reduced in this area to minimize impacts to the wetland. The impact is
associated with the widening of SR 135, sidewalks, and installation of curb and gutter.
Stream 6 (Perennial)
The proposed project would relocate 960 linear feet of stream. The project would also place new
culverts at S. Gaskin Avenue and a business driveway. Stream 6 is located north of SR 135,
opposite of Wetland 5, Wetland 7, Stream 8, Wetland 11, Wetland 12, Stream 13, and
Wetland 14. The roadway could not be shifted to the south to avoid impacting the stream without
increasing impacts to the resources on the opposite side of the road and potential displacements.
To minimize impacts, the project would relocate Stream 6 with a natural channel design north of
the existing channel. The project would implement stormwater detention ponds for treatment of
stormwater prior to entering the new stream channel.
The new stream channel would incorporated natural channel design, and the new culverts would
be embedded 20 percent of the structure height to accommodate fish passage (Appendix B 
Stream Relocation Plans). FWCA coordination was completed for this stream in May 2011.
Since that time, the impacts have been reduced due to recalculation of the stream channel and
existing culvert lengths and FWCA re-initiation would not be required.
Wetland 7
The project would convert 0.03 acre of forested wetland to emergent wetland through clearing.
This impact is associated with the area needed for construction BMPs needed for widening
SR 135, construction of a sidewalk, and curb and gutter. Orange barrier fencing has been placed
within the existing ROW to minimize the area impacted while allowing room for construction and
implementation ofBMPs.
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Stream 8
The project would impact a total of 103 linear feet of Stream 8. These impacts include the culvert

extension at S. Gaskin Drive associated with the installation of curb and gutter, and sidewalks.
The stream channel would be relocated 73 linear feet to align with the new culvert inlet and new
intersection improvements along S. Gaskin Drive at SR 135. The stream impacts could not be
avoided due to the stream location in proximity to the intersection of S. Gaskin Drive and
SR 135.
Wetland II
The project would fill 0.03 acre and clear 0.05 acre of Wetland ll. This impact is associated with
the fill slopes needed for widening SR 135. The project would utilize the existing SR 135 culvert
to minimize impacts to Wetland 11 and Stream 8, and avoid impacts to Wetland 12 and
Stream 13. The project would also utilize an existing driveway culvert for a commercial business
and add spillways as a minimization measure since curb and gutter is not included in this section
of the project.
Wetland 12
The project would not impact Wetland 12. This wetland has been avoided due to use of orange
barrier fencing outside of the required BMPs to limit the area for construction. The project has
removed the extension of the cu lvert under SR 135 to minimize impacts to Wetland 11 , Stream 8,
Wetland 12, and Stream 13.
Stream 13
The project would not impact Stream 13. The project has removed the extension of the culvert
under a driveway to avoid impacts to Stream 13. The project would also utilize the existing
culvert under the driveway and add spillways as an avoidance measure.
Stream 13A
The project would fill 309 linear feet of Stream 13A. This stream is located within a roadside
ditch. The project fill slopes, sidewalks, and curb and gutter would impact Stream 13A. Stream
13A would be relocated to a new ditch and into the curb and gutter system. FWCA coordination
has been initiated for Stream 13A impacts.
Wetland 14
The project would fill 0.01 acre and clear 0.02 acre of emergent Wetland 14. This impact is
associated with the fill slopes needed for widening SR 135, sidewalks, and installation of curb
and gutter, and culvert under SR 135 to Stream 6 and Wetland 16. The project has removed the
extension of the culvert under a driveway to minimize impacts Wetland 11, Stream 8,
Wetland 12, Stream 13, and Wetland 14. The project would utilize the existing culvert under the
driveway and add spillways as a minimization.
Open Water 15
Open Water 15 is located outside ofthe project ROW and would not be impacted.
Wetland 16
The project would fill 0.01 acre and convert 0 .04 acre of forested wetland to emergent wetland
through clearing to allow for fill slope construction. Orange barrier fencing has been placed
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within the required ROW to minimize the area impacted while allowing room for construction
and implementation of BMPs.
Wetland 18
The proj ect would fill 0.02 acre and convert 0.01 acre of forested wetland to emergent through
clearing. The fill impacts are associated with the bank armor/rip-rap required for Stream 19's
outlet as determined by the Georgia Stormwater Management Manual. Orange barrier fencing
has been placed within the required ROW to minimize the area impacted while allowing room for
construction and implementation ofBMPs.
Stream 19
The project would impact a total of 106 linear feet of Stream 19. These impacts are associated
with the culvert replacement, resulting in 48linear feet of pipe impacts and 60 linear feet of bank
armor. The bank armor/rip-rap is required for Stream 19's outlet as determined by the Georgia
Stormwater Management Manual. FWCA coordination was completed in May 2011 for 60 linear
feet of stream impact and re-initiation has been requested for the updated impacts. The previous
impacts did not include bank armor.
Wetland 21
The project would fill 0.13 acre and clear 0.03 acre of Wetland 21, an emergent wetland. The
impacts are associated with the new roadway, sidewalk, and fill slopes required for the SR 135
road widening. The median has been reduce and shifted to the northern side of the roadway to
minimize impacts. Orange barrier fencing has been placed within the required ROW and
easement to minimize the area impacted while allowing room for construction and
implementation ofBMPs.
Wetland 22
The project would fill 0.15 acre of Wetland 22 and convert 0 .09 acre of forested wetland to
emergent wetland. The impacts are associated with fill slopes required for the SR 135 road
widening, intersection improvements at McDonald Road, sidewalk, and curb and gutter. Orange
barrier fencing has been placed within the required ROW and easement to minimize the area
impacted while allowing room for construction and implementation ofBMPs.
Stream 23
The project would impact a total of 146 linear feet of Stream 23. These impacts are associated
with the culvert extension, resulting in 94 linear feet of pipe impacts and 52 linear feet of
relocation to align the stream channel with the proposed culvert inlet. Outside of the clear zone,
2:1 and 3:1 slopes were used to minimize impacts to the stream. FWCA coordination was
completed in May 20 11.
Wetland 27
The project would fill 0.09 acre of Wetland 27 and convert 0.07 acre of forested wetland to
emergent wetland. This impact is associated with the fill slope required for the SR 135 roadway
widening, culvert extension for Stream 23, and relocation of the Stream 23 channel. To minimize
impacts to Wetland 27; steeper slopes were utilized outside of the clear zone. Orange barrier
fencing has been placed within the required ROW/easement to minimize the area impacted while
allowing room for construction and implementation ofBMPs.
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Wetland 28
The project would fill 0.16 acre and clear 0.05 acre of emergent wetland. This impact is
associated with the fill slope required for the SR 135 roadway widening, paved shoulder, and
culvert extension for Stream 23. Steeper slopes were not an option due to the location of the
wetland with in the clear zone; therefore, 4:1 slopes were utilized. However, the project does not
include a dedicated right turn lane from Old Axson Road that would taper into SR 135; this
minimizes wetland impacts. Orange barrier fencing has been placed within the required ROW
and easement to minimize the area impacted while allowing room for construction and
implementation ofBMPs.
Wetland 29
The project would not impact Wetland 29. Orange barrier fencing has been placed at the required
ROW limits, outside of the Wetland 29 boundary to prevent impacts.
Stream 30
The project's limit of construction ends prior to Stream 30 crossing at Old Bell Lake Road. The
project would not impact this stream.
Stream 31
The project's limit of construction ends prior to Stream 31 along Old Bell Lake Road . The
project would not impact this stream.
Wetland 32
The proj ect would not impact Wetland 32. Orange barrier fencing would be placed at the
required ROW limits, outside of the Wetland 32 boundary to prevent impacts.
Stream 33
The project would extend the existing Stream 33 culvert under SR 135 resulting in 96 linear feet
of impacts. The pipe has been extended to accommodate road widening and associated cut/fill
slopes on both sides of the proposed roadway. The project has utilized the existing pipe with an
extension to minimize impacts. FWCA coordination is not required since impacts are less than
I00 feet.
Wetland 34
The project would fill 0 .01 acre and convert 0 .02 acre of forested wetland to emergent wetland.
This impact is associated with the cut slope for the SR 135 roadway widening and culvert
extension for Stream 33. Orange barrier fencing has been placed within the required ROW to
prevent additional impacts.
Wetland 35
The project would fill 0.08 acre and clear 0.02 acre of emergent wetland. This impact is
associated with the fill for the SR 135 roadway widening, culvert extension for Stream 33, and
driveway culvert construction. Orange barrier fencing has been placed within the required ROW
and easement to prevent additional impacts.
Wetland 36
The project wou ld fill 0.08 acre and convert 0.02 acre of forested wetland to emergent wetland.
This impact is associated with the fill for the SR 158/Baker Highway roadway widening, cut
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slope for adjacent driveway improvements, culvert extension for Stream 39, and stream relocation
into the proposed culvert. A guardrail would be installed to reduce fill slope width needed for the

roadway construction, thereby minimizing wetland impact. Orange barrier fencing has been
placed within the required ROW to prevent additional impacts.
Wetland 37
The project would fill 0.09 acre and clear 0.06 acre of emergent wetland. This impact is
associated with the fill slope for the SR 158/Baker Highway roadway widening, culvert extension
for Stream 39, and stream bank armoring. A guardrail would be installed to reduce fill slope
width needed for the roadway construction, thereby minimizing wetland impact. The bank
armor/rip-rap is required for the Stream 39 culvert outlet as determined by the Georgia
Stormwater Management Manual.
Wetland 38
The project would fill 0.02 acre and convert 0.01 acre of forested wetland to emergent wetland.
This impact is associated with the fill for the SR 158/Baker Highway roadway widening, culvert
extension for Stream 39, and stream bank arrnoring. A guardrail would be installed to reduce the
fill slope width needed for the roadway construction, thereby minimizing wetland impact. The
bank armor/rip-rap is required for the Stream 39 culvert outlet as determined by the Georgia
Stormwater Management Manual. Orange barrier fencing has been placed within the required
ROW to minimize the area impacted while allowing room for construction and implementation of

BMPs.
Stream 39
The project would impact 169 linear feet of Stream 39. These impacts are associated with culvert
extension and placement of rip rap within the streambed. A guardrail would be installed to
reduce the fill slope, thereby reducing the culvert extension and minimizing stream impacts. The
project would also relocate the channel to align with the proposed culvert extension. The
armor/rip-rap is required for the Stream 39 inlet/outlet as determined by the Georgia Stormwater
Management Manual. FWCA coordination has been re-initiated for Stream 39.
Wetland40
The project would fill 0.06 acre and clear 0.03 acre of emergent wetland. This impact is
associated with the fill slope for the SR 135 roadway widening and the culvert extension for
Stream 41. Orange barrier fencing has been placed within the required ROW/easement to prevent
additional impacts.
Stream 41
The project would extend the existing culvert under SR 135 resulting in 99 linear feet of impacts.
The stream impacts could not be avoided because the stream crosses perpendicular to SR 135.
FWCA coordination has been initiated for Stream 41 impacts.
Wetland 42
The project would fill 0.02 acre and clear 0.01 acre of emergent wetland. This impact is
associated with the fill slope for the SR 135 roadway widening and the culvert extension for
Stream 41. The impacts could not be avoided because the wetland is located adjacent to the
SR 135 roadway and Wetland 40 is across the roadway.
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Open Water 43
The project would fill 0.01 acre of Open Water 43 with the replacement of the existing pipe outlet

to Stream 45. The existing pipe would be replaced and extended due to the construction of
SR 135 roadway widening and realignment at the proposed bridge over the railroad location. The
design utilizes 2: l fill slopes to minimize the impacts to Open Water 43. Shifting the alignment
to avoid the resource would increase impacts to Wetland 44 and Stream 45.
Wetland 44
The project would fill 0.29 acre and convert 0.05 acre of forested wetland to emergent wetland.
This impact is associated with the fill slopes for SR 135 roadway widening and realignment at the
proposed bridge over the railroad, and the culvert for Stream 45. Orange barrier fencing has been
placed within the required ROW to prevent additional impacts.
Stream 45
The project would impact a total of 199 linear feet of Stream 45. These impacts are associated
with the pipe replacement, resulting in 169 linear feet of pipe impacts and 30 linear feet of bank
armor. The bank armor/rip-rap is required for the Stream 45 culvert outlet as determined by the
Georgia Stormwater Management Manual. The stream impacts could not be avoided due to the
location of the proposed bridge over the railroad and Iron Road. FWCA coordination was
completed in May 2011, for 175 linear feet of stream impact; re-initiation has been requested for
the updated impacts. The previous impacts did not include bank armor.
Wetland 46
The project would fill 0.04 acre of wetland due to roadway widening and realignment for
construction of the SR 135 bridge over the railroad, and the culvert for Stream 45. The SR 135
bridge would be offset from the existing SR 135 roadway. The wetland impacts could not be
avoided due to the proximity of the proposed bridge approach to Wetland 46.
Stream 47
The project would fill 301 linear feet of stream and relocate the stream into pipes. The SR 135
bridge would be offset from the existing SR 135 roadway. The project could not avoid impacts to
Stream 47 which are necessary due to the proximity of the stream to the proposed SR 135 bridge
over the railroad. Surface water draining to Stream 47 would be captured in the proposed
stormwater drainage system and discharged east of the proposed bridge. FWCA coordination
was completed in May 2011 for 216 linear feet of stream impact. Re-initiation has been
requested for the increased impacts.
Stream 48
The project would fill 96 linear feet of stream due to relocation of the stream into a new roadside
ditch and pipe. The stream impacts could not be avoided since the project would realign New
Frontage Road with Iron Road west of the existing location. The intersection realignment is due
to the roadway widening and realignment for construction of the SR 135 bridge over the railroad.
The pipe under Frontage Road would be replaced and extended to allow for the new roadway
alignment. FWCA coordination was completed on March 12, 2012 and re-initiati on is not
required as proposed impacts have decreased.
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Stream 52
The project would impact a total of 158 linear feet of Stream 52. These impacts are associated
with the culvert extension, resulting in 115 linear feet of pipe impacts and 43 linear feet of bank
armor. The culvert has been extended to accommodate roadway widening and realignment and
cannot be avoided. The bank armor/rip-rap is required for the Stream 52 culvert outlet as
determined by the Georgia Stonnwater Management Manual. FWCA coordination was
completed in May 20 II for 113 linear feet of stream impact, and re-initiation has been requested
for the updated impacts. The previous impacts did not include bank armor.
Wetland 56
Wetland 56 is located outside the project ROW and would not be impacted. Orange barrier
fencing has been placed within the required ROW to prevent impacts.
Stream 57
The project would annor 13 linear feet of Stream 57 at the existing pipe outlet. The bank
armor/rip-rap is required for the Stream 57 culvert outlet as determined by the Georgia
Stormwater Management Manual. The impacts could not be avoided due to the additional fill
slope and associated culvert extension required to accommodate roadway widening.

5.0 COMPENSATORY MITIGATION
The proposed project would impact 1,477 linear feet of perennial stream and 1,278 linear feet
of intermittent stream, resulting in 2,755 linear feet of stream impacts. The proposed project
would permanently fill 1.36 acres of wetland, convert 0.34 acre of jurisdictional forested
wetland to emergent, temporarily clear 0.30 acre of emergent/scrub-shrub wetland, resulting in
2.00 acres of wetland impacts, and permanently fill 0.01 acre of open water. These impacts are
located within Satilla River Watershed HUC 03070201. A total of 13,394.4 stream mitigation
credits and 14.34 wetland mitigation credits would be required. The compensatory credits were
calculated using the March 2004 version of the USACE Savannah District Standard Operating
Procedure (SOP) for Compensatory Mitigation (see Enclosure 6, Tables 3 and 4).
According to Regulatory In lieu Fee and Bank Information Tracking System (RIBITS)
(accessed October 16, 2014) the available mitigation banks with a primary service area that
includes HUC 03070201 that have wetland mitigation credits include: Broadfield, Hog Creek,
Musket Bay, and Offerman.
According to RIBITS (accessed August 21, 2014), no mitigation banks with a primary service
area that includes HUC 03070201 have available stream credits." The mitigation banks with a
secondary service area that includes HUC 03070201 with enough available stream credits
include: Broxton-Rocks and Wilkinson-Oconee.
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6.0 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Priority Watershed
The Satilla River Watershed (HUC 03070201) has not been designated as a priority watershed by
the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA).
Distances to Nearby Federal Projects
No Federal Projects are located within one mile of the project corridor.
Georgia Stream Buffer Variance
The project is not located within a trout stream watershed; therefore, all buffered state waters
require 25-foot state mandated buffers. A Georgia Stream Buffer Variance would be required for
the buffer encroachments to Stream 6, Stream 8, Buffered State Water 9, Stream 13, Stream 13A,
Buffered State Water 17, Stream 23, Buffered State Water 26, Stream 30, Open Water 43,
Buffered State Water 51, Buffered State Water 53, and Stream 57. A copy ofthe buffer variance
application is provided in Appendix G - Agency Correspondence.
303(d) Listed Streams
Seventeen Mile River, from Twenty Mile Creek, north of Douglas, to Otter Creek, downstream of
General Coffee State Park, is within one mile of the project area and is listed on the Final 2012
303(d) list for not supporting its designated use of fishing due to violations in fecal coliform and
dissolved oxygen. The proposed project would not contribute additional fecal coliform loads to
any water bodies.
Anadromous Fish Waters in Georgia
The Seventeen Mile River is listed on the Anadromous Fish Waters in Georgia (USACE
Savannah District 2012 Nationwide Permit Regional Conditions, Appendix C) within the Satilla
River. Seventeen Mile River is located over 2,000 feet from the end of the project corridor. The
project would not impact anadromous fish water.
Airports
The Douglas Municipal Airport is located in the southwest quadrant of the intersection of the
SR 135/US 221 with US 441, at the western project terminus.
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